
"Facilitation is an art, and having a clear strategy and skill-set for conquering

the challenges of group coaching is essential to authentic facilitation. 

I have assisted many facilitators and teachers with these skills over the years in a

private capacity.  After numerous requests to “create a training course which

would equip facilitators with these skills“, and 12 years experience in facilitating

women's process groups, I am finally ready…. and deeply honoured to be

answering this call."

What is a Catalyst?

Eleftheria's definition of a Catalyst is:

the facilitation which ignites the aha moment, the key which unlocks the

metaphoric closed door, the stimulus which motivates the paradigm shift, the

spark which opens the heart…

In terms of facilitation technique it is the word, the question, the process, the

movement, the hug, or the creative project which ignites the illumination,

leaving the participant changed forever.

This training is for Women who want to

make a difference and lead

with Soul, heart & fire!
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What is unique about Catalyst Facilitator Training?

Catalyst facilitation is a unique method which utilizes the hero and heroine’s journey

as a structural guideline in facilitating the group process. The method is further

enriched by drawing on the ancient healing tradition of the circle, its power of

storytelling and the skill of catalytic questioning which ignites change in the

direction of heart centered living.

Through out my years in my practice and observing the field of personal

development and training, I have noticed that group facilitators; adult educators;

and holistic teachers have struggled to facilitate group dynamics. Especially those

disruptive characters, like the chatty Cathy’s, the attention seeking Abbie’s

and the drama queen Deborah’s.
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Wielding the gift of being a catalyst; asking the tough questions
Dealing with disruptors, distractors, disengaged behaviour,
 pathological personalities in groups and consequently;
How their behaviour effects the whole group dynamic;
Supporting participants through a process in the group environment;
Authentic, effective and ethical group coaching methods;
Staying grounded as a facilitator in the midst of disruptive behaviour.

Facilitation challenges covered in the training:

"The best teachers are those who show you where to look,
but don’t tell you what to see. “

Alexandra K.Trenfor



Who would benefit from this training?

Social entrepreneurs || Support Group Leaders

Managers || Team leaders || Coaches || Counselors

Group class teachers : yoga, dance, women’s circle facilitators

Women in Business Network organizers

Want to share meaningful work with soul, heart & fire? Or

Do you already have a women's circle want to refine your facilitation skills? 

– Building a sustainable business with  heart

– Being a pioneer in the field of catalyst facilitation leadership

– Be part of the Catalyst Facilitation Community

– Facilitating with authenticity and confidence

– Learn a unique facilitation method which incorporates

the sacred feminine principles.

” We all need a sacred witness in life,a person who can listen without

 judgement,  while knowing the right questions to ask

that continually illuminate your path. “

Carolyn Myss
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Why this training? Why now? 

I believe that what our world needs now is a catalyst for change movement. In

order to activate compassionate leadership, re-connection to natural ways of

being, redirecting all energy and focus into renewable resources in economics,

social entrepreneurship, communities and paradigm shift into

heart centered living for all.

I believe that when you educate a woman, you educate a community.

Women are natural educators, networkers, and circle leaders.  I believe that

woman hold within them the key…. a catalytic essence which has lead:

law-changing campaigns: e.g. women’s rights || new ways of being ||

 peaceful resolutions ||bringing compassion back into the boardroom ||

& the crucial current activist movement for conservation, so that the next 7

generations can thrive!

I believe that facilitation as a leadership style and tool is

the way forward for a thriving future.

I wholeheartedly feel that it is women’s clarion call to lead this

eve-lution, & that we were born to do this!
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This training course is a blended program consisting of e-learning and

a  4 day intensive in- person training module.  

DATES 2016:

Module 1 || On-Line: 4th October

   Module 2 ||  On-Line : 11th October

 Module 3 || On-Line: 18th October

  Module 4 ||  Intensive, Slovenia:

26 - 30 October  2016

INVESTMENT:  

EUR 1530,00 .

*Early Bird Discount  

EUR 1350,00

A non-refundable deposit is required upon registration in order to secure your seat,

and balance due before the commencement of the training.

Payment options available, please inquire.

VENUE:

Hotel Kristal, Lake Bohinj

Looking forward to sharing this training with you,

Eleftheria

Truth.Love.Freedom.
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